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Art, Design, & Digital Culture FNAR-264-910  Summer 2013  MTWTh 430–730

Professor: David Comberg

Seeing comes before words. The relation between what we see and what we know is never settled.  

John Berger, Ways of Seeing

It’s simple, you just take something and do something to it, and then do something else to it. Keep doing 

this and pretty soon you’ve got something.

Jasper Johns

If you work intensely and slowly, things will happen that you would never imagine. 

Aaron Siskind 

This course is about learning to see and think like an artist/designer and about practicing art and 

design in a visual and increasingly digital culture. It is an introduction to the ideas and language artists 

and designers use to structure their work and to the strategies, methods, techniques and tools they 

use. The course explores various ways to structure 2-dimensional space using abstract and 

representational forms and introduces concepts of sequence and visual narrative, seeking a 

balance between free exploration and discovery within parameters.

The course focuses on design as both a mental discipline and a set of skills; as both a process and 

a focused practice. It positions art and design as a state-of-mind: speculative, critical, and a form of 

inquiry. The course should prepare students to:

•  think clearly, critically and creatively about visual design 

•  research and analyze design problems thoroughly and from multiple perspectives

•  develop concepts and multiple project proposals, focusing on quantity and quality

•  speak critically about art and design, both your own design and the work of others

•  take creative risks and sustain curiosity

•  create with a variety of digital and manual tools

•  continue studies in related fields

The class will serve as a laboratory for rigorous, directed investigation and creative problem  

solving. Students will explore through making, developing preliminary plans and drawings and 

refining work for presentation in a variety of media. Students should keep an up-to-date sketchbook 

or journal of progress and will produce a number of short exercises and larger projects. A brief 

mid-term meeting will be held with each student to review progress. A portfolio, showing both 

finished works and the process through which that work was developed, will be due at the conclusion 

of the course. Course work will follow a general model of observation, inquiry, interpretation, and 

presentation. Class time will be used for project work, gallery visits, short presentations, discussion, 

and critiques. Plan on spending approximately 8 hours per week outside of class working on 

projects, attending tutorials, etc. 

Exercise: 

100 Arrows

Videos:
 

Tim Brown: The Powerful 

Link Between Creativity and 

Play

Powers of 10

To Kill a Mockingbird, title 

sequence

Sound:  

Project 1 samples (music, 

birds)
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Course requirements: 

• attend all classes on time and prepared to work

• complete all assignments fully and on time 

• participate in critiques, explaining and justifying work and offering criticism of other students’ work

• use your sketchbook as a journal, testing out ideas, taking notes on readings, etc.

• submit completed projects to Course Folder on FNAR server and course blog on date due 

• complete readings and participate in discussion and class blog

• turn in a portfolio of course work on the last day of class

Grading (and see blog post on grading):

50% of your grade is based on attendance and participation in class; 50% is based on work produced. Three absences 

results in one letter grade drop in final grade. The projects are weighted equally and will be evaluated based on your design 

process and how effectively designs are completed. The SAS grading system is as follows: A+/ A= 4.0, A- = 3.7, B+ = 3.3, B 

= 3.0, B- = 2.7, C+ = 2.3, C = 2.0, C- = 1.7, D+ = 1.3, D = 1.0, F = 0.0. See the SAS web site for more information. I will schedule 

a short meeting with each student at mid-semester to discuss work to date, progress, and grade. Please see me if you have 

any questions about grading.

Systems Info:

Penn Design systems info: www.design.upenn.edu/comp/index.html

Penn Design Remote Access: www.design.upenn.edu/remoteaccess

To view your printing charges see PennDesign Resources > Printing & Plotting

Student Property:

Work produced in courses at the School of Design is the property of the student. By participating in a course each student 

grants the School of Design a non-exclusive right and license to use, copy, distribute, display and perform such work in 

any and all media for educational, programmatic and/or promotional purposes. The School of Design will exercise care 

with respect to student-created materials submitted in conjunction with a course; however, the School of Design does not 

assume liability for their loss or damage.    PennDesign Student Handbook

Readings/resources:

Handouts and readings are on course blog. 

Reading for May 22: The Pattern Which Connects, Annette Tietenberg; Ornament and Crime, Adolf 

Loos; Tim Brown: Creativity and Play; Allan McCollum, Shapes Project

Reference Books:

Design Basics, David Lauer, Wadsworth, 1999

Form+Code, Casey Reas, Princeton Architectural Press, 2010

Designing Programmes, Karl Gerstner, Lars Muller, 2007

Principles of Two-Dimensional Design, Wucius Wong, Van Nostrand, 1972

Creative Code: Aesthetics + Computation, John Maeda, 2004

Design by Numbers, John Maeda, MIT Press, 1999

Abstracting Craft: The Practiced Digital Hand, Malcolm McCullough, MIT Press, 1998

Basic Design: The Dynamics of Visual Form, Maurice de Sausmarez, Design Press, 1980

Typographie: A Manual of Design, Emil Ruder, Verlag Niggli, 1967

Ways of Seeing, John Berger, BBC/Penguin, 1972

Abstraction in Art and Nature, Nathan Cabot Hale, Dover, 1993

Office Hours: by appointment, before/after class 

David Comberg: comberg@design.upenn.edu 

NOTE: Lab fees not refunded after week 2

Mac Pro Quad 2.66 GHz Intel 

running Mac OS 10.7x

Adobe CS6

HP DesignJet 5500  

42” Large Format Plotter

Phaser 7760GX  

Color Laser Printer

HP 8150 LaserJet B/W printer

2 Epson Stylus Pro 1400 Color 

Ink Jet Printers

Remote Access to Server

Student allocation: 2GB on the 

PennDesign Server

Misc. Resources:  

lynda.com

delicious.com/comberg/DDF 

Vitale Digital Media Lab 

Adobe tutorials

Readings:  

Each project has a related 

reading. Designated discussion 

group leaders will be 

responsible for summarizing 

themes, relating to studio in 

an engaging manner, raising 

questions (approx 15 mins). 

Readings are posted on blog or 

in Course Folder.

Discussion leaders (2-3):

1  Shapes, Spaces, Patterns   

2  Code, Repetition

3  Light Modulation

4  Public Intervention

5  Photo Narrative
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Art: 

The expression or application of human creative skill and imagination. 

“. . . All art is deception and so is nature,” Vladimir Nabokov, Strong Opinions

An art object is always “about something” as opposed to just “being something.” Leonard Koren

Design:

the process and activity of ‘making things better for people’; an activity that translates an idea into a 

blueprint for something ‘useful’ for people; also, a preliminary sketch indicating the plan for something; 

the act of working out the form of something; an arrangement scheme; the framework or instructions 

for making something

Digital Culture: 

a description of contemporary human life as defined by data/information, computerization, and 

communication via the Internet and related knowledge-based networked technologies

Abstraction:

a genre of art where artistic content depends on internal form rather than pictorial representation; 

painting or sculpture, which simplifies, distills, or distorts figures from the real world. Abstract art 

emphasizes forms, lines, and colors. Abstract elements include line, shape, pattern, space, lightness/

darkness, and color. Abstraction in Art and Nature, Hale

“What is abstract art good for? What’s the use—for us as individuals, or for any society—of pictures of 

nothing, of paintings and sculptures or prints or drawings that do not seem to show anything except 

themselves?” Kirk Varnedoe

Synthesis: 

a process of combining things into a (new) unified whole; also distill, refine

Gestalt: 

A German word for “form,” defined as an organized whole in experience. The Gestalt psychologists, 

about 1912, advanced the theory, which explains psychological phenomena by their relationships to total 

forms rather than their parts. A perceptual pattern or structure possessing qualities as a whole that 

cannot be described merely as a sum of its parts, like the figure/ground relationship

Aesthetics:

derived from aisthesis, the Greek word for perceptual or sensory knowledge, refers to the branch of 

studies (philosophy, cultures) dealing with such notions as beauty, comedy, disgust, the sublime, etc., 

as applicable to culture (design/arts), with a view to establishing the meaning and validity of critical 

judgments concerning works of art, and the principles underlying or justifying such judgments. Also 

related to definitions of style, appearance, taste.

Critique: 

To judge critically; a serious examination/inquiry in order to understand and supply useful criticism to 

the creator; expression of a critical point of view

Supplies:

sketch/notebook — wire-o bound, 8x10” or similar

flash drive, CDs or other portable digital storage

digital camera and cable (cameras, etc. also available for loan from Fine Arts Photo dept.) 

misc project materials

Lockers in the hallway are available for storage—get a lock 

Dick Blick

1330 Chestnut St

(215) 525-3214

www.dickblick.com

Utrecht 

2020 Chestnut St

(215) 563-5600

www.utrechtart.com

Class Blog: 

addcsummer2013.wordpress.

com

Resources: 

lynda.com 

delicious.com/comberg/DDF  

Vitale Digital Media Lab 

Adobe tutorials 

Processing tutorials 

Animation tutorial 

 



Fine Arts computer accounts 

will be assigned to registered 

students. 

Temporary log-in: 

Username: addams   

Password: Temp1234

Readings:

The Pattern Which Connects,

Annette Tietenberg; 

Ornament is Crime, Loos; 

Artists/designers:

The Shapes Project, Allan 

McCollum 
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Project 1: Sounds, Shapes, Patterns, Wearables   

May 20–28; Installation/runway/critique: Tues, May 28

In this first exercise you will work with abstract, non-objective shapes in a fixed space and develop a 

composition using a variety of tools, methods, and organizing principles. The final work will be printed 

and transformed into a wearable accessory. For this project you’ll use all the printers in the MacLab.

Listen to each of the music/sound clips presented in class and write a series of words or phrases 

in your sketchbook that describe or that you associate with the sound. Listen to the clips again and 

draw shapes that represent your visual interpretation of the sound. From your list and sketches, 

choose one word and one shape to start the 3 parts of this project. Refine this shape by hand 

drawing, then once you are satisfied, replicate the shape in Illustrator using the pen tool.

In Illustrator, open a new document and set up the following portrait Letter (8.5” x 11”) page:

Open Illustrator Prefs and set grid lines every .25” with subdivision of 1 

Use the Rectangle Tool and draw a 6” square

Under View menu, turn on Snap to Grid 

Position the square 1.25” from the top of page and 1.25” from the left edge

Outline the path of the square with a .5 pt black stroke 

View grids so that you see a grid of .25” squares 

Under Object menu, Lock Selection and in Layer dialog box

Make a new layer, Save to the Local Data drive

The project has 3 parts:

1.1  Shapes in Space (8.5x11” page, 6” square):  use your shape to create a composition that 

reflects the character of the music and word you chose. Use the shape up to three times, but don’t 

scale or overlap the shapes. Consider how negative and positive spaces relate and interact. Think 

about how emphasis, scale, cropping, figure/ground relationships, and balance can be used to 

achieve your intended composition.

1.2  Pattern Generation (11x17” page, 8” square):  using your composition from above, select and 

crop a 1” square unit that you will repeat to create a pattern that fills the 8x8” space. Look carefully 

at your shape to determine how it fits next to itself and then consider what type of pattern network 

should be used to visually represent your chosen word. Your pattern can be a unit within a unit or 

any other form generated from your original shape. A repeat of the pattern must be obvious. Use 

the edges of the 8”x8” space deliberately. Don’t overlap. Design three patterns:

In the first, repeat unit without altering (A A A) 

In the second, repeat and rotate in a regular rhythm (turning or reflecting 90º, -90º or 180º) (A   A) 

In the third repeat, rotate, and reflect in any rhythm or pattern within the grid.

1.3  Composition (sheet size=42x76”; image size=36x72”):  develop a new composition that draws on 

the pattern but also creates additional spatial relationships. Use scale, neg/pos shapes, figure/ground 

relationships and transparency to suggest depth in the composition. Enlarge final composition to 

36x72”, print to plotter in black and 1 additional color, transform the plot into a wearable accessory. 

A
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Project 2: Code, Repetition, Composition (Processing Charrette)

May 28–June 4   

In this project you will continue the repetitive form-making started in first project, but will write  

code with a structured programming language instead of drawing by hand and with Illustrator. 

Processing is an easy to use, open source language and environment for creating images, animations, 

and interactions. 

Using preexisting programs, modify the code to produce a set of studies. Write original code to 

further explore this environment, document your process as a series of images and code variations, 

build a class code library to be shared, and produce a final work for display. 

Create final presentation by writing vector (PDF) files from Processing and combining with 

Illustrator

Exploration/documentation: 

Join the Google Doc Design 

Data Base! and archive your 

code and images.

Readings: 

Form + Code in Design, Art, 

and Architecture, Reas; 

Computer Science for the 

Rest of Us, Stross; Program 

or Be Programmed, Rushkoff

Artists/designers

Resources: 

Getting Started with 

Processing

Processing Reference and 

Examples/Tutorials

formandcode.com

open processing

In-class tutorials

Kate Viola  Varying Densities

import processing.pdf.*;

�oat box_size = 5; 
�oat box_space = 5; 
int margin = 0; 
 
size(400, 400, PDF, "kviola_varyingdensities.pdf"); 
background(0); 
noStroke(); 
 
for (int i = margin; i < height-margin; i += box_space){
  if(box_size > 0){
    for(int j = margin; j < width-margin; j+= box_space){
      �ll(175,0,169-box_size*10);
      rect(j, i, box_size, box_size);
    }
    box_size = box_size - .08;
  }
}

DDF Fall 2011
Project 2: Repetition Form + Code

DDF  Fall 2011
Project 2: Repetition Form + Code

import processing.pdf.*;

size(800, 600, PDF, 
"/Domain/design.upenn.edu/Users/dbooth/Desktop/DDF2.1_IronPattern.pdf");
  smooth();
  noFill();
  background(0);
    for (int x = 60; x <= width-50; x += 40) {
      for (int y = 60; y <= height-50; y+=40) {
        stroke(255);
        strokeWeight(5);
        line(x-20, y-20, x+20, y+20);
        line(x+20, y-20, x-20, y+20);
        �ll(255);
        ellipse(x,y,20,20);
        ellipse(x, y-20, 3, 3);
        triangle(x, y+5, x, y-5, x-13, y);
        triangle(x, y+5, x, y-5, x+13, y);
        triangle(x+5, y, x-5, y, x, y-13);
        triangle(x+5, y, x-5, y, x, y+13);
        �ll(0);
        ellipse(x,y,20,20);
        }
      }
      

Dorian Booth Iron Pattern

DDF  Fall 2011
Project 2: Repetition Form + Code

Cam Petal Pattern

import processing.pdf.*;

int xSize = 800;
int ySize = 800;
int boundBox = 40;

void setup() {
 size(xSize, ySize);
 smooth();
 ll(255,102,153); //pink
 stroke(0);
 background(51,0,102); 
}

void draw() {
  for(int y = 0; y <= ySize; y+=40) {
    for(int x = 0; x <= xSize; x+=40) {
      �ower(x, y);
    }
  }
}

void �ower(int x, int y) {
  int xMove = x;
  int yMOve = y;
  quad( x, y + boundBox/2, x+boundBox/4, y+boundBox/3, 
 x+boundBox/2, y+boundBox/2, x+boundBox/4, y+2*(boundBox/3) );
  ll(255,255,102); //yellow
  quad( x+boundBox/4, y+boundBox/3, x+12, y, 
 x+boundBox/2, y+10, x+boundBox/2, y+boundBox/2);
  ll(255,102,153);
  quad( x+boundBox/2, y+boundBox/2, x+boundBox/2, y+10, 
 x+28, y, x+3*(boundBox/4), y+boundBox/3);
  ll(255,255,102);
  quad( x+boundBox/2, y+boundBox/2, x+3*(boundBox/4), y+boundBox/3, 
 x+boundBox, y+boundBox/2, x+3*(boundBox/4), y+2*(boundBox/3));
  ll(255,102,153);
  quad( x+boundBox/2, y+boundBox/2, x+3*(boundBox/4), y+2*(boundBox/3), 
 x+3*(boundBox/4), y+boundBox, x+boundBox/2, y+30); 
  ll(255,255,102);
  quad( x+boundBox/2, y+boundBox/2, x+boundBox/2, y+30, 
 x+boundBox/4, y+boundBox, x+boundBox/4, y+2*(boundBox/3));
  ll(255,102,153);
}
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Project 3: Light Space Modulator   

Jun 4–Jun 11 (Fab Lab visit Monday June 3, 330p)

Using the Light Space Modulator (1930) by László Moholy-Nagy as a starting point, and the 

PennDesign Fabrication Lab laser cutter as your construction resource, continue design work from 

project 2 to create a 3-dimensional structure that explores the interplay of light and shadow. 

This project starts with sketches, material studies, and 3-D explorations and will move into materials 

research and experiments with Processing files sent to the Fab Lab laser cutter. 

Explore how material can be cut, scored, folded and etched with the laser cutter and how these 

interventions into the material affect the way light is reflected and emitted and how it casts shadows. 

You will need to determine how light will be employed in the design/installation. Work with LEDs, 

flashlights, and other wireless, battery-powered sources, lamps, and window installations. 

Prototype due June 11, finished model due at final critique, June 27. 

Elena Manferdini, 2008László Moholy-Nagy, 1930

Elaine Simon, summer 2012

Artists/designers: 

James Turrell

Robt irwin

Dan Flavin 

Olafur Eliasson 

Maharam Digital Projects
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Project 4: Icon Dialog/Public Intervention (Graphic Translation/Modular Composition/Installation)

Jun 11–Jun 18

Observation > Form analysis > Shape translation > Digital illustration > Public installation

A graphic translation is a reductive, interpretive, visual representation, that, when rendered 

with efficiency and elegance, can communicate the essential characteristics of the original subject.

What happens when you express something unexpected in a public space? In this project you’ll create 

an intervention in a specific public space, starting a dialog using a vocabulary of symbols or icons. 

The icons should be derived from direct observation of campus nature and culture—plants, insects, 

birds, animals, humans, architecture, etc.— and will be constructed so that when located and installed 

in public they should provoke a response in the viewer: questions or thoughts, laughter, delight, re-

examination of assumptions, etc.

You will need to select a site and theme, then analyze forms—objects, animals, plants—and translate 

one or more into simplified graphic forms or icons. After producing a number of studies, develop 

a graphic translation that expresses the real or imagined character of the original. Feel free to 

appropriate or adapt other icons produced by others in the class or found through research. 

Exagerrate or interpret the forms creating new icons, symbols and representations from your initial 

designs. 

Create study pages, combine icons with words/arrows, etc. to create a ‘message’ and install as a 

public work:

Produce a grid of studies and select one as a final representation. Use only black. As a class, develop 

a common visual language and modular structure (grid) so all designs can be archived and shared. Fit 

your design into the structure developed collectively by the class.  

Install for on-site critique Tues, Jun 18 (document installation with photographs)

Data, Icons, Public Intervention

Artists/designers:

thenounproject.com 

Gerd Arntz 

AIGA Symbol Signs
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Project 5: Photo Narrative 

Jun 18—Jun 27

In this project you will create a visual narrative. Identify source material— a situation, object, memory, 

short text, or experience. Develop a plan—a script, storyboard or set of instructions—then produce 

a model for review. The story must be told entirely through your photographs, both the content of 

the images as well as their order and arrangement. The work must be complete and packaged, like a 

book, photo series, video, etc. The key aspects of the narrative are time, the space of the work, and 

the sequence and interrelationships of images. You can use any type of camera or image capturing 

device. The project form and media are open.

Our lives are ceaselessly intertwined with narrative, with the stories that we tell and hear told, 

those we dream or imagine or would like to tell, all of which are reworked in that story of our 

own lives that we narrate to ourselves in an episodic, sometimes semiconscious, but virtually 

uninterrupted monologue. We live immersed in narrative, recounting and reassessing the meaning 

of our past actions, anticipating the outcome of our future projects, situating ourselves at the 

intersection of several stories not yet completed. The narrative impulse is as old as our oldest 

literature: myth and folktale appear to be stories we recount in order to explain and understand 

where no other form of explanation will work. The desire and the competence to tell stories also 

reaches back to an early stage in the individual’s development, to about the age of three, when a 

child begins to show the ability to put together a narrative in coherent fashion and especially the 

capacity to recognize narratives, to judge their well-formedness.

Peter Brooks, Reading for the Plot, 1992

Produce a preliminary design for review Jun 20 and a final for the crit on last class, Jun 27.

Michele Lee, Fall 2009

Marissa Gouverne, Summer 2011

Mithin Thomas, Fall 2011

Katharine Viola, Fall 2011

Photoshop animation 

tutorial

Date and time TBD
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Project Summary

1 Sounds, Shapes, Patterns, Wearables  May 20–28 (Figure/ground, abstraction, manual and digital 

drawing, intro to tools, art/design practice)

Interpret sounds>descriptive words> hand sketching>vectors>pattern studies>composition/wearables

2 Code, Repetition, Composition (Processing charrette)  May 28–Jun 4  (Coding, repetition, 

abstraction, vector drawing, procedural thinking)

Using preexisting programs in Processing, modify code to produce pattern studies. Write original 

code to further explore this environment, document your process as a series of images and code 

variations, output and re-work in Illustrator, produce final works for screen and print display. 

3 Light Space Modulator Jun 4–Jun 11  (Manual and digital sketching, materials research, 

3-dimensional design, manual and digital modeling/fabrication, testing, installation)

Using László Moholy-Nagy’s Light Space Modulator (1930), as a starting point, and the PennDesign 

Fabrication Lab as a resource, design proposals for a 3-dimensional structure that demonstrates an  

interplay of light and shadow—built upon code and pattern work from project 2. 

4 Icon Dialog/Public Intervention Jun 11–Jun 18  (Graphic translations/Collective Language and 

modular composition/public installation)

Sketch campus nature/culture objects, graphic translation into icons and symbols to create visual 

message/intervention. Build a communal modular system and fit together designs into a class archive. 

5 Photo Narrative  Jun 18–Jun 27  (Photography, image editing, 3-dimensional design, order of 

images, story development, animation)

Design a photographic narrative based on a memory, situation, object or text. Complete as an 

installation, book, film, animation or other narrative structure—medium is open.

Portfolio Jun 25–Jun 27

Design and produce a compelling visual presentation of work produced with a brief artists’ statement 

to be submitted at final critique/review, Jun 27.


